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Pg. 67 Communication

1. About the 32X System Register

The 32X system register can cause a mistake in reading if simultaneously performing
read and write fram the 68000 and SH2. However, except for the communication
and PWM registers, since there are many registers that can not access from both
6SO00 and SHI, or from 68000 to SH2, even when reading and writing at the same
time, the read side will continue reading two times, and i|^ill be determined that

correct data is being read when they coincide,
-• 'i^ "

Development boards until the Target ver 1.1, and tl%ve^%Qi3evelopment board
initially shipped, could simultaneously read and writeafeom both directions; but not
The versions of development boards and d^jcra siii^ll^. This is because die
design that originally allowed read and writeBidirectjonally had to be functionally

cut due to the chip size. As a result, be awam th^th^'development board and
device may not operate even by the prOCTam.£iuTOitly operating.

On the following page is an exai\ple of.ii.t:daWmication register in which read and
write are frequently done at the"SameSMie;^A problei^ttet* aware or with simulta-

neous read/write are system reg^ters th^an simil^Hy ^d and write from other
opposite directions, and not necessargj^e cormnuiT|eatit^ register. The 32X has 6-

word communication registers which are able tc^^^pte m feyte and word uirits;

however when accessing th^same address please note #ie following points.

1) The same addres?^^r^fcer^dsimulta|ga8^vfWh both SHI and 68000, '

I) When writing th|s^|fS ^dress simu|aneQ|isly from both SH3 and 68000, one
of the val^^sijgi^^,^t which one^Can ifot^predicted since it is controlled

by wri^lHmirfe.However, there is no prot^^m accessing the same address
- simult^eou^ ivlt^ divided by byte units,^one direction significant S-bit and

the othe¥"d?^crion insignificant 8-bit.

3) When simuftaiji^ously reading, on the one hand, and writing, on the other
hand, the same bytes or words of the same address from both the SHI and the

68000, the write process will definitely occur but mistakes may occur in the read
process. This is due to the fact that the time in which data written on one side is

transferred to the other side within the I/F chip differs according to the bit. But
there is no problem in accessing the same address simultaneously when divided
by byte units, one direcbon significant 8-bit and the other direction insignificant

S-bit.
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ExampJe
Assume that 68000 uses communication register A15120H and transports instructions to
SH2, 5H2 always reads 4020H and performs various operations from values written by
commands. There are three types of written values: FFFFH,AAAAH, and 5555H. SH2
receives commands, dears by writing OOOOH when the operation ends- lets the 6S000 know
when the operation ends, and waits for the next command. If at that time 68000 writes
FF^H and 5H2 is simultaneously reading, SH2 can read which ever value of OOOOH -
FFFFH. AAAAH or 5555H commands can then be executed. To avoid this, the address that
reads ar\d writes directly in both sides in the communication register requires data of only 1

bit inside 1 word. In other words, one bit can only have one meaning. !f with resped to the
data that is already written and the data that is to be written next, the set up does not allow
a single to change, dien errors could occur. In this example,

a) Miss-reading can be avoided by using a data formatthat has 1 bit in 1 word such as
instruction commands 3000H, 4000H, and 2000H. But in this case onI^Jl6.jvpes of
commands can be transferred- .r "%X
Command writes to A15122H, and A15120H gives a flag diat^ow^mple^jmrnand
write. After a command is written to A15122H, 68000 writes OOOtH toi^^StSoH. SH2
writes OOOOH to 4020H when the operation ends.

"
b)

2. About FIFO
+

The configurarion of FIFO is 4 words X 2 of^W^^^^^^ block B FIFO, Figure 1

shows the actual configurarion, {The orig^l con^^;ratfe^ differs considerable- ^^^t

this configurahon should be thought of a^a ty^ tl% operarion iSfij^plained next
When FIFO is used, fetch DREQ by acHve rfUhd edg*^, set the i^al a^ress mode
and transfer destination to 4D12H, then put the it^liine transfer^ iiwor^ units.

DACK is not used with the I/F chip, therefore any setHng ^jtll right|i;|^ should
be used in 4-word units. The 68000^^ir ?ach kind of register^>|5eMeQ relation-

ship has been set, sets the DREQ cohtrol^gister in response^.g&ansfer type.

The 66000 directly writes to FIK> #Bal512H the i&ta tt§t you want to be trans-
ferred to SH2. FIFO blG^^ is'^tle^-to first becaiis^e it I th^%rst seiert Be-
cause all of FIFO blo^^A is Siled at^^ time 4 words are V^jfien, the write destina-
tion is switched to J^bfaa^ ffi^kfter which, a FIFO block is switched each time it

is filled. Further, for ea^4 words written, the 68000 should write the next 4 words
after confirming whether A^106H, bit 7 of the DREQ control register, and FIFO Full
are 0. An operation in which more is written while FIFO is full becomes undefined.
The 1/F chip sets DREQ in SH2 to H and activates DMA at the step that 1 FIFO
block and 4 words are full. SH2 reads 4012H and FIFO by DMA, and the DREQ
output of the 1/F chip becomes L. After this, DREQ becomesH until the FIFO
block, following a minimum 3 times in one direction, is empty. When 4 DMA trans-
fers endn the SFt2 read FIFO block switches. DE?EQ becomes H when all the -

switched FIFO blocks are written by the 68000, ai\d the DMA transfer request is

•
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sent again as previously mentioned. The operation on the previous page is then
repeated until DMA transfer is done the number of times that the length is written to
A15nOH and 68 to SH DREQ Length- FIFO Full occurs when 68000 selects the block
that SHI is reading or is going to read to the write destination. When all transfer of
the 68000 side has ended, 68S of bit 2 of A15106H automaHcally becomes and FIFO
access of the 68000 side ends. Then 68000 ignores anything written to A15112H and
FIFO. DMA transfer requests are sent by DREQ until all DMA transfer for SH2
have ended. Thus, the communication register should be used when SH2 side
request end must be reported from the SH2 side to 68000 since it is not known
whether or not DMA transfer of the SH2 side has ended, even if 68S is 0. If 68S
becomes while 6800O is transferring, DMA transfer can be forcefully interrupted,

but because the SH2 side DMA transfer, during that time, forces DREQ to become
L, operation after that is undefined. The value of the counter that indicates the write
destination of FIFO itself is also undefined. Thus, only.wlieri^stems such as
VRESET are reset or when a SH2 side operation igcont^ed b^ 68000 should you
use DMA forced end by writing to 68S. On the otHer.^fc^Wien a system has
been reset, 68S force-dear of the transfer in prog^^^cai^be performed and you
should, therefore, write a to 68S.

"^ ^^^
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3. About VDP Access

The 32X VDP is done through the VDIWF circuit of the I/!piup to the VDP chip.
VDP switches access of the 68000 ar^^52.simply by A15l0i|¥||QO0H:fet SH2) of
bit 15 and the FM bit. Figure 2 shows'a Mock diagram ^ the5Hf,'WXJ0, 1/F chip
and VDP chip. The SH2 side h^i^ror^write cac^^heMme buffer and can
actually write up to a continuo^^(*sV 3 cloc%exispig i^ the nunimum cycle
during the external acc|^5I^?^ing to other VDP^^rs, palettes, and all

VDP requires at least^loclS, WTiefi reading to the VDP l^vriting to the VDP
register and palette ifee^tely^er writing to the frame buffer, after all the data
currently in the cache ilfensferred to the VDP side, compared to a normal indepen-
dent access, a large numbert^ waits are entered against the SH2, thus prolonging
the access hme.

One point of caution is when, in the worst case scenario, traixsfer to the VDP be-
comes distorted and SFI2, 68000, as well as the VDH lock up because access authori-
zation is forced to the 68000 side while the VDP I/F circuit is writing to the frame
buffer for VDP if the FM bit is set to immediately after SH2 finishes writing to the
frame buffer. Accordingly, when switching the FM bit. it must be done after reading
to the frame buffer, VDP register or palette (or writing to the VDP register and
palette) and all cache data is trar\sferred to the VDP.
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram of SH2, 68000, l/F Chip and VDP Chip
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